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Sensation 122 Paris - Eau de
Parfum for Women 36 ml
Price 7.90 €

Availability  Available

In Stock 28 pcs.

Delivery within 2-4 working days

Similar Yves Saint Laurent Mon Paris

Description
Welcome to 1perfumery.co.uk – your exclusive paradise for unique fragrances. Discover the extraordinary Sensation 122 Paris
- Eau de Parfum for Women, available in the 36 ml size. A dupe of the Yves Saint Laurent Mon Paris toilet, this fragrance
unfolds its own captivating story. At 1perfumery.co.uk, quality comes first and we are proud to bring you a carefully curated
selection of scents that will enchant your senses.

Sensation 122 Paris - A touch of elegance: Sensation 122 Paris, in the handy size of 36 ml, presents itself as a unique Eau de
Parfum for women. Inspired by Yves Saint Laurent Mon Paris toiletries, the top notes of strawberry, raspberry, pear, orange,
tangerine, bergamot de Calabria and calone open up a fascinating fragrance experience.

Dupe des Toilettes YSL Mon Paris: As a dupe des Toilettes from YSL Mon Paris, Sensation 122 Paris offers a cost-effective
alternative to a timeless classic. This handy 36ml bottle allows you to experience the seductive scent of Mon Paris without
compromising on quality and originality.

Unique selection at 1perfumery.co.uk: In our online perfumery you will find a fine selection of fragrances, carefully selected by
experts. Sensation 122 Paris is a masterpiece that embodies elegance and style and can become an essential part of your
personal fragrance collection.

Easy and Safe Shopping Experience: At 1perfumery.co.uk we value an easy and safe shopping experience. Order Sensation
122 Paris and experience the joy of owning a fragrance that not only enriches your everyday life, but also underlines your
personality.
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